Layer losses: assessing the impact of IBV variants in Canada
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There are IBV vaccines currently available in Canada, but
the continuous emergence of variant strains of the virus
has led to infectious bronchitis (IB) outbreaks in vaccinated
flocks, resulting in significant economic losses. “We need to
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Careem and his research team are well into their multi-year
study to determine the impact of the IBV variants on egg
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developed cystic lesions on their oviduct – a condition
leading to false layer syndrome with a huge potential for
economic losses for egg producers.

They also infected 29-week-old specific pathogen free

His message to producers is to stay vigilant with biosecurity

layers with the same variant. At five days post infection,
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egg production had dropped to 40%.

help prevent the introduction of the DMV/1639 variant into
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poor growth and increased mortality,
especially in broiler flocks.”
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DMV/1639 is a variant that impacts kidney function and
would also have a negative impact on the broiler sector.
Kidney lesions are usually severe in younger ages, causing
poor growth performance and elevated mortality in broilers
in particular.
The research team has also been working on the Mass
variant. It’s been tied to shell-less egg syndrome in Alberta

“Producers need strict biosecurity
measures to help prevent
the introduction of the DMV/1639
variant into their flocks, particularly
at a young age when the
impact can be devastating.”

and Saskatchewan layer operations over the past decade.
“We are currently running an experiment to develop an

Careem’s project continues until 2023. They continue to

effective vaccine protocol to control the Mass variant,”

isolate and characterize IBV variants gathered from flocks

says Careem.

identified as IB infected. They are also conducting an
economic study with the Canadian poultry sector to

Cross immunity likely to be new viable
vaccine option

evaluate the overall economic impact of infectious bronchitis
as a whole, not just the variants they are researching.

Understanding the impact of these variant strains of IBV is
really step one. Finding protection options for the industry is
a key focus for Careem and his team. “We’re in the process
of evaluating vaccination strategies that could provide
cross protection for birds against the variants,” says Careem.
These results could bring new vaccination options for the
industry, but until then, Careem encourages producers
to work hard to keep the variants out of their barns in the
first place.
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